The clocks have been set forward, it is officially Spring and our PAS meeting is fast approaching. We are excited about our third annual e-Learning SIG meeting on Monday, May 2 from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. at the 2010 PAS meeting in Denver (Colorado Convention Center, Room# 304, and Session # 3234). This will be a highly interactive meeting environment that will feature a variety of speakers and topics whose message content offers enrichment opportunities across all spectrums of the e-Learning field.

**Agenda for 2011 e-Learning SIG**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>2011 e-Learning SIG Agenda Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 8:30 – 8:50 | Welcome, introduction, and overview of e-Learning SIG Activities  
(Presenters: Kadriye O. Lewis, Ed.D & Heidi Saliba, BA) |
| 8:50 – 9:20 | **Title:** Online Pediatric Nutrition Curriculum: Resident Learning Center  
(Presenters: Kadriye O. Lewis, Ed.D & John Mahan, MD)  
**Description:** This presentation will introduce the new online training modules on pediatric nutrition series designed for residents and their program faculty members. |
| 9:20-9:50  | **Title:** Establishing an Electronic Portfolio-Based Individual Development Plan for Career Development: The Nitty Gritty Details  
(Presenter: Lee R. Atkinson-McEvoy, MD)  
**Description:** This presentation will review the implementation of an electronic portfolio tool used to create the Individual Development Plans for medical students, residents and fellows. The presenter will provide a short didactic session on the background and evidence supporting the use of portfolios in medical education. |
| 9:50 - 9:55 | Break (5 minutes)                                                                                  |
| 9:55 - 11:25 | **e-Learning SIG Sponsored Workshop**  
**Title:** Developing 21st Century Curricula for 21st Century Learners: A Lay Educator's Guide To Creating Multimedia Modules  
(Presenters: Amy E. Whittle, MD & Anda Kuo, MD)  
**Description:** Are you interested in harnessing the power of technology-based, multimedia learning but wondering how to best use the multitude of tools available? |
Is your institution transitioning curricula from a traditional lecture format to self-guided computer-based learning? This 90 minute workshop will explore techniques for using multimedia tools to translate traditional group lecture-style courses to ones that are, "on-demand, standardized and learner-driven.” Workshop leaders will provide a short didactic on the key principals in creating such a curriculum, including their advantages and disadvantages as supported by evidence from learning theory.

11:25 - 11:30 Wrap-up and closing

**Note:** The meeting agenda will also be delivered to the APA members through the APA_APANET Listserv.

**Other Presentations from the e-Learning SIG Members**

Kadriye O. Lewis, Ed.D, and Heidi Saliba and their collaborators (Joan E. Morgan, MBA, MHA, RN; Anne Chambers, RN, MSN; Daniel Schumacher, MD) will be presenting the workshop, “Cognitive Interviews in Survey Development in Medical Education Research: Improving Validity and Reliability.” This workshop will cover how to use cognitive interviewing techniques to develop rigorous research instruments. Attending this workshop may be useful to our e-Learning SIG members since the basic principles of developing focused and effective data collection tools are applicable to e-Learning assessment and evaluation efforts.